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In this paper, a strain insensitive high temperature fiber sensor based on the modal interferometer is pro-
posed. It is composed of a piece of small-core photosensitive fiber (SCPSF) which is spliced between two
pieces of single mode fiber (SMF). Compared to other high temperature fiber sensor based on the modal
interferometer, the sensor owns the highest temperature sensitivity of 106.64 pm/�C from 200 �C to
1000 �C. The temperature to strain cross sensitivity of the sensor is low and only 0.00675 �C/le. The rea-
sons for realizing the high temperature sensitivity is also discussed.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Compared to the electrical sensors, due to its flexibility, immu-
nity to the electromagnetic interference and durability to harsh
environments, optical fiber high-temperature sensors are investi-
gated extensively. These sensors are based on different technolo-
gies, such as fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [1], long-period fiber
gratings [2], special fiber and interferometer-based systems [3].
Recently, all-fiber Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) based on
the modal interferometers have attracted great interest in the high
temperature measurement for the advantage of compact structure,
low cost and easy fabrication [4–9].

In this paper, we present a strain insensitive and high temper-
ature fiber sensor. It is composed of a section of small-core photo-
sensitive fiber (SCPSF) sandwiched between two pieces of single
mode fiber (SMF). In the measurement range of 200–1000 �C,
compared to other sensors based on the modal interference, the
sensor obtains highest sensitivity of 106.64 pm/�C. The strain sen-
sitivity of the sensor is �0.72 pm/le. Therefore, the temperature-
strain cross-sensitivity of the sensor is only 0.00675 �C/le, and it
can be used as a strain insensitive and high temperature fiber
sensor.
2. Principle of operation

The fiber sensor is mainly composed of a segment of SCPSF, as
shown in Fig. 1. The diameters of the core/cladding in the SCPSF
are 4.2/125 lm. One end of the SCPSF is spliced to the standard sin-
gle mode fiber (SMF). The core diameter of the SMF is 9.9 lm. Due
to the mismatch of the core, the cladding modes in the SCPSF will
be excited at the first spliced point and construct the modal inter-
ference with the core mode at the other end of the SCPSF, which is
spliced to the SMF with the core-offset.

When only the core mode and the lowest-order cladding mode
are taken into consideration, the output intensity of the sensor can
be expressed as:
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where I1 and I2 are the intensities of the core mode and the cladding
mode, k is the optical wavelength in air, neff

co and neff
cl are the effective

indexes of the core mode and cladding mode in the SCPSF,
respectively.

The extinction ratio (ER) of the interferometer can be written as
[10]:
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According to Eq. (2), in order to obtain a higher extinction ratio
in the transmission spectrum of the interferometer, the ratio of
I2/I1 should be closed to 1. If there is no core-offset at the second
spliced point, I1 will be larger than I2 and the ER will be low. Due
to the core-offset, we can decrease I1 and increase I2. Thus, the
ER can be improved and there will be an optimized value of the
core-offset at the spliced point. The relationship between the ER
and the core-offset is investigated in the experiment. Using the
tunable laser and power meter in the lightwave measurement
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Fig. 1. Schematic configuration of the experimental setup (The inset is the structure of the sensor.)
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system (Agilent 8164A), the transmission spectra of the sensor are
recorded. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The length of the SCPSF is
5 mm. It can be found that the ER in the transmission spectra in-
creases at first and then decreases as the core-offset increases.
When the core-offset is 8 lm, the highest ER is obtained. Besides
this, we can also find that the insert loss of the sensor increases
all the time due to the increase of the core-offset.

According to Eq. (1), the free spectral range (FSR) of the interfer-
ing spectrum can be given as:

FSR � k2=Dneff L ð3Þ

where Dneff ¼ neff
co � neff

cl is the effective refractive index difference
between the core and cladding modes, L is the length of the SCPSF.
If the interference intensity reaches its minimum, the phase term in
Eq. (1) should be an odd times of p and can be expressed as:

2pDneff

k
L ¼ ð2kþ 1Þp ðk ¼ 0;1;2;3; . . .Þ ð4Þ

When strain e is applied to the SCPSF and ambient temperature
DT variation occurs, the wavelength shift Dkd of the resonance dip
can be expressed as:

Dkd

k
� ½ð1þ peÞeþ ðaþ fÞDT� ð5Þ
Fig. 2. Experiment with different mismatch splicing distances of 0 lm, 4 lm, 8 lm
and 10 lm.
where pe is the efficient photoelastic coefficient, a ¼ 1
L

dL
dT is the

thermal expansion coefficient, and f ¼ 1
Dneff

dDneff

dT is the efficient

thermo-optic coefficient induced by the two interference modes
in the SCPSF.

3. Experimental results and discussion

In the experiment, utilizing the sensor, the changes of temper-
ature and strain are measured. Fig. 3 shows the transmission spec-
tra of the sensor with three different length (10 mm, 15 mm and
20 mm) of SCPSF. It can be found that the FSR decrease with the
increase of the length of SCPSF. Thus, the experimental results
are consistent with the analysis in Eq. (3).

For the temperature measurement, the sensor is placed in the
center of a commercial high-temperature tube furnace freely, as
shown in Fig. 1. The temperature in the tube can be heated up to
1000 �C. To avoid the temperature fluctuation in the tube, the
two ends are plugged by the mullite bricks. Because the length of
the constant temperature zone in the tube furnace is 80 mm, the
sensor can be heated uniformly. The length of the SCPSF we used
at first in the sensor is 5 mm. When the temperature is increased,
it can be found that the spectrum shifts to the long wavelength, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). In the temperature range of 200–1000 �C,
regardless of increase and decrease, the sensor exhibits a good lin-
earity in thermal response, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The result agrees
well with the theoretical expectations in Eq. (5). The temperature
sensitivity is 106.64 pm/�C and 105.17 pm/�C, respectively. When
the length of SCPSF increases from 5 mm to 20 mm, the tempera-
ture sensitivity reduces from 106.64 pm/�C to 95.24 pm/�C, as
shown in Fig. 4(c). Therefore, the shorter the length of the SCPSF
in the sensor is, the higher the temperature sensitivity can be.
The thermal expansion coefficient a in Eq. (5) may be used to
explain the phenomenon. Because the highest working tempera-
ture of our tube furnace is 1000 �C, the temperature sensitivity un-
der higher temperature cannot be measured in this paper now.
However, because the small-core photosensitive fiber can be able
to withstand high temperature up to 1900 �C, we surmise that
the sensor can withstand higher temperature. This will be proved
in our next work when higher temperature furnace is obtained.

For the strain measurement, the sensor with 5 mm long SCPSF is
mounted on a translation stage of resolution 5 lm. The strain
applied to the sensor is from 0 le to 1400 le under the room tem-
perature of 20 �C. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum response to the strain.
It can be clearly found that the transmission spectrum of the sen-
sor shifts to the shorter wavelength. Making use of linear curve fit-
ting, the strain sensitivity of the sensor is �0.72 pm/le with a good
linearity of 99.8%, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the sensor owns

 



Fig. 3. The transmission spectra of the sensor with different length of the SCPSF.

Fig. 4. (a) Spectra responses of the sensor to temperature (300–400 �C), (b) measured wavelength response of the sensor to the temperature, and (c) measured wavelength
shifts of the sensor with different length of the TCPO to the temperature.

Fig. 5. Transmission spectra versus different strain.
Fig. 6. The spectrum responses of the sensor to the strain.
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lower temperature-strain cross-sensitivity 0.00675 �C/le and can
be considered as a high temperature fiber sensor with low strain
sensitivity.

The temperature sensitivities of different high temperature fi-
ber sensors based on the modal interferometer are presented in
Table 1. Compared to the sensors in Table 1, the sensor in this pa-
per owns highest temperature sensitivity.

To explain the high temperature sensitivity and low strain sen-
sitivity of the sensor, the interferences pattern under different
temperature and strains are investigated. The wavelength spectra
under different temperature and strains are Fourier transformed
to obtain the spatial frequency of the interference fringes, as
shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). Fig. 7(a) shows that the power ratios
of high order modes increase when temperature is increased. How-
ever, when the strain varies from 0 le to 1400 le, Fig. 7(b) shows
the power ratios of the higher order cladding modes have slightly
changes. This can be explained why the sensor owns the higher
temperature sensitivity and lower strain sensitivity. Besides this,
a section of small-core photosensitive fiber (SCPSF) is used in the
sensor. To improve the photosensitivity of the fiber and keep the
single mode operation, GeO2 and B2O3 are doped to the fiber. Com-
pared to the standard single mode fiber, the sensor using the B–Ge
codoped fiber can obtain higher temperature sensitivity [2]. It may
be the other reason that the sensor owns the higher temperature

 



Table 1
The temperature sensitivities of different sensors.

Structure type Temperature sensitivity (pm/�C) Temperature range (�C) References

Miniaturized fiber in-line Mach–Zehnder interferometer 46 100–1100 [4]
A dispersion compensation fiber-based interferometer 68.6 25–600 [5]
Miniaturized fiber taper reflective interferometer 20 19–520 [6]
Thin-core single-mode fiber 18.3 25–850 [7]
Waist-enlarged fusion bitaper 70 25–400 [8]
Multimode-single mode-multimode fiber configuration 88 30–900 [9]
Small-core photosensitive fiber 106.64 200–1000 Our paper

Fig. 7. Spatial frequency spectra by taking the FFT for the transmission spectrum at different (a) temperature and (b) strain.
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sensitivity. At last, the core-offset enlarges the changes of the effec-
tive refractive index difference of two modes under different tem-
peratures, this may be the third reason.
4. Conclusion

A modal interferometer which is mainly composed of a segment
of SCPSF is used as a high temperature sensor for the first time. It
has been demonstrated that the sensor owns a high sensitivity of
106.64 pm/�C and low strain sensitivity of �0.72 pm/le. The rea-
sons for realizing the high temperature sensitivity are also ana-
lyzed. Compare to the other high temperature sensors which are
not based on the modal interferometer, this sensor exhibits the
advantages of compact structure, high sensitivity, easy fabrication
and low cost.
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